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PROBLEMSPROOLEMS I1INN CCLOZELOZE TTESTINGINGind

EXAMINEDreexaminedREREEKAMINED
A reply to roger K williams
by kennethkemethnemeth G aitkaitaaitkenen

ooze tests are deceptively simple reading psycholinguistspsycho linguists have begun to question the
tests that merit greater consideration by assumption that encoding and decoding skillsskiffs

ESL teachers the purpose ofthisorthisof this article are autonomous from each other holtzman
is to reexamine three issues pertinent to the 09671967 has suggested that there is an
use of clozealoze procedure that were recently integrative factor of language use which he
raised by williams 1974 in order to calls linguistic perceptual expectancy
familiarize the reader with the subject I1 this factor which spolsky 1968 calls

will first describe the construction of a redundancy utilization underlies both the
clozealoze test then I1 will review each of the so called encoding skills of speaking and
three issues in question and propose writing and the decoding skills of listening
explanations to clarify the issues and reading goodman 096982196982 makes

oozedoze tests pioneered by wilson taylor this point regarding the reading process

0953are09531953 are constructed by simply randomly
research has demonstrated that thedeleting every nthn th word from a prose
reader does not process print sequentiallypassage the subject must then supply an

rather in which reflectsappropriate fillinfill in by guessing from the but a manner
his use of language at every opportunityremaining context pack 1973 suggests an

every fifth word deletion pattern over a 250 expectancies about syntax and semantics
within context lead to whichhypothesesword passage however any nthn th word

be confirmed confirmeddisconfirmeddis withcan orpattern will do A fifty deletion testtest
small of the in theonly a portion cuesseems to be a convenient length and provide

a reasonable sample of the passage text
williams 09741974 raises three crucial issues

kenneth G aitken former BATESLconcerning the validity hence utility of a
major at church college of hawaiiclozealoze tests in ESL
nownowbrighambrigham young university hawaii

1 oozedoze tests only partially parallel
campus is an ESL instructor atthe reading process

2 there seems to beabe a special talent vancouver community college in
vancouver BC canada where he isinvolved in being successful on a

doze test working on the testing and phweplacementment
of ESL students3 crucial content words are often

onomitteddtteddated which cannot be supplied giergleroiler 0973 states that goodmansgoldmansGoodmansby examining the context
observation applies in the case of everydo clozealoze tests only partially parallel observable ofaspect language usage

the williams thatreading process argues assuming the goodnungoodraangoodrianGoodmaanraan hypothesis is correct
reading and listening are decoding process then there is an encoding or production
that is to say they are skills of reception

skill as well as an inseparable decoding or
rather than production filling in blanks

receptive skill in act of reading
then would require production skills as it is

every
consider what happens when a subjectan encoding process recently however continued on page 16
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CLOZE TESTING criterion for validation ofneronferoileroffer 1973
darnelldamelidarneil 19680968 used a scoring method

continued from 9page which drew upon a previously determined
responds to the items on a doze test the

domain of from native speakersresponses
subject must guess a word to fill a blank and

for each clozealoze item this technique yieldedthe basis ofcomplete a sequence on
a high 83 .8383 correlation with the test ofincomplete information this drawsondraws on both
english as a foreign language oiler 1972the productive and receptive skillsskiffs previously
foundsimilarlyfoundhoundbound similarly high correlations betweendiscussed the information he has available
clozealoze tests marked by the any acceptable word

in the context allows him by analysis to
method and the UCLA ESL placement

synthesize or whole simultaneouslyguess exam stubbs and tucker 09741974 also reportthat synthesis or become partorguessmorguessguess may high correlations 76 .7676 with the englishof the next analysis required to produce
entrance exam used at the americansome future synthesis oileroller 09731141973114
university of beirut williams reports that

explains the as followsprocess the carroll study found that success in clozealoze
it is interesting to note that the process of is oftests foreign language independentof taking a clozealoze test involves more than foreign language pproficiency but it does
passive reading by sampling the not appear that carroll used proficiency as
information that is the subjectpresent a criterion it seems then that carrollscarrellsCarrolls
formulates hypotheses or expectations conclusions were hastily drawn
about information that is to follow the third issue that williams raises in his
by sampling subsequent hesequences

article is that crucial content words are often
either confirms or disconfirms these

onomitteddateddtted which cannot be supplied by
expectations if the expectations are I1

examining the context he suggests that
disconfirmed they must be revised and

rather than a random deletion system that
new hypotheses must be formed it nmightnaghtaght be better for test constructors
if the above theassumptions concerning to delete function and context words which

reading process and the process of writing should be apparent from context his
a clozealoze test valid then thatare we can say reasoning isis that
clozealoze tests do indeed parallel the reading
process 01 students who have not previously

williams second issue was that carroll et encountered the concepts in the
al 1959 suggest that there seems to beabe a passage may do poorly
special talent involved in being successful 2 native speakers should be able to
on a clozealoze test two limitationsmajor get a high or perfect score on a
to the carroll et al study that clozealoze test for nonnativenon native speakers
detract from the above g6neralizgeneralizationatlon were each of williams two reasons were
based on the results from a very smallsmail discussed in light of his recommendation
number of subjects the second limitation hisIEsles first reason raises the question what is
was that they marked correct only exact the purpose of the clozealoze destttestttest if clozealoze tests
word replacements then justified their are used as a pre assessment of knowledge
generalization by correlating the test results of the subject matter of a passage then we
with the modernmodem language aptitude test certainly do not want to penalize the
MLAT oiler 09721972 has found that the student whose entering competencies

any acceptable word replacement scoring into the task are greater than the average
method is the most reliable and convenient if a clozealoze is used as a post assessment
way of scoring clozealoze tests of ESL students of reading comprehension of an assigned
one might also reasonably question carroll reading then it is just those crucial content
et als procedure of correlating test scores words that we are most likely to be
with a language aptitude test it would interested in if a clozealoze test is used to
probably be better to use a proficiency determine the readability of a text to
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ascertain its suitability for aa class we 50 of students other studies oiler 1973
certainly do not want to discriminate against have yielded similar results all these
the experienced individual because it may studies using an every nthn th word deletion
well be his familiarity with the subject not ratio had kuder richardson reliabilities
hisbis reading skill whatever you define that between 80.8080 and 90go.9090
as that aids him in reareadingding any passage the simplicity of test construction is one
essentially williams argument as I1 see it of the most attractive features of clozealoze tests
is that language skills must be measured rather than complicate the construction
separately from ones experience I1 contend process it would be more practical in most
that this is impossible language cannot be circumstances to use an easier reading
separated from its use in comincommunicationunicationubicationunicationcatlon selection to construct the test from oilerouer
or from the individuals experience bank of 19720972 found that clozealoze tests which were
interactions with his perceived world if rated very easy by the flesch formula
then a clozealoze test is used as a language 09419488 and on the fourth grade by the dale
proficiency measure it would not be and chall 09481948 system yielded correlations
inappropriate to delete words that cause the between 63.6363 and 80.8080 with the various parts
student to probe hisbis experience bank for a of the UCLA ESL placement exam the
response subjects were 398 foreign students in UCLA

williams of course is right when he of which 210 were graduate students not
cautions teachers to select passages for clozealoze only would it be more practical to use an
that are appropriate to the class or easier reading selection than change the
contextual domain they wish to test doze deletion system but also it would be
tests so chosen and marked by the any practically as valid as using a more difficult
appropriate word system will in all passage
likelihood be valid the construction of clozealoze tests have been

the second reason williams gives for reviewed with the three criticisms of them
deleting only function words and content raised by williams the claim that clozealoze tests
words apparent from the contextscontextiscontext is that he only partially parallel the reading process
feels that native speakers should be able to has been refuted and it has been shown that
make high or even perfect scores on a clozealoze current psycholinguistic theory suggests an
test designed for second language speaker integrative language factor that does not
it seems that this would be more of a fromseparate reception production in
language proficiency test than a reading test language use I1 have challenged the notion
this is attractive but is thisan possibility that a special talent isis needed in being
what williams wants to use clozealoze testsfotests forr9 successful on a clozealoze test citing oilersthe every nthn th word system is the simplest 09731973 criticism of carrollscarrellsCarrolls procedures andmethodandmethodmethodandand is stillquitestill wequite satisfactory argued ththatatchanchangingginglng the deletion procedpricedprocedureure
have already found that darnell 19680968 and frohnfromfroin every nthnnththtb word to a system thatoileroller 1972 the usual method ofusing would make all fill ins for deletions apparent
construction have obtained hihighgh correlations from the context is unsodunsouunsoundnd and impractical
with generally accepted measures of ESL
proficiency by changing the deletion system bibliography
tomaketo make a clozealoze test easier for a native

carroll JB AS carton and CP wildsspeaker one would suspect that the internal 1959 an investigation of clozealoze itemsconsistancyconsistencyconsi
0 stancy of the items and the test relia-

bility in measurement ofachievementofachievement in foreignfor ESL students might be upset languages collegecoe entrance examination
using an every nthn th word deletion system board research and development
to cconstruct eloze tests011tests 011oilerer 09721972 found Rreportseportsarts cambridge mass laboratory
that out of 150 items only seven failed to for research in instruction harvarddiscriminalesigni&antlydiscriminate significantly at

I1
thetiietile 05.0505 levelbylevellylevellevei by university

ai ojesttjestt test between the lo10topP 50and50 and bottom auedntintiedonmued on page 18
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CLOZE TESTING RE EXAMINED
continued from page 17
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